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This paper relates the reversibility of certain discrete state Markovian queueing networks - 
the class of quasi-reversible networks -to the reversibility of the underlying switching process. 
Quasi-reversible networks are characterized by a product form equilibrium state distribution. 
When the state can be represented by customer totals at each node, the reversibility of the 
state process is equivalent to the reversibility of the switching process. More complicated 
quasi-reversible networks require additional conditions, to ensure th, reversibility of the network 
state process. 
Queueing networks networks of queues 
Markov processes reversibility 
quasi-reversibility quasi-reversible queueing networks 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with a class of discrete state Markovian queueing 
networks, i.e., those queueing networks which can be represented by a Markov 
jump process X = {Xt: t 2 0) with values in a countable set E. A typical network is 
comprised of m nodes with labels in the set 1M = { 1,2, . . o , m). In its most general 
form, E 6 (A*)” where A is a countable alphabet (here a set of customer types), 
A* = u;zO A” is the set of all finite strings (sequences) over A and A’“(e), e 
being the empty string. Thus x = (xl l l l xm) E E is an m-dimensional vector of 
strings with XiEA” representing an (ordered) queue configuration at node i. The 
kth customer at node i in state configuration x is denoted xi(k), i E M, 1 s k c IJC~ 1
where lxil is the length of string xi : each pair (i, k) as above is called a local’ton. 
State transitions in X are efficiently described by means of three classes of partial 
operators on E: 
- 1G.k) is the operator which inserts a customer type a E A in location (i, k) of 
state x E E (defined whenever lxil s k - I). 
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- Dli,k) is the operator which deletes the customer in location (i, k) of state x E E 
(defined whenever lXi1 a k). 
- TZ,k)(i,l) = Itj.1) 0Dti.k) is the operator which transfers the customer in location 
(i, k) to location (i, i), thereby changing his type to b (defined whenever lxila 
k, lxj\ s I -&ii>, where 8ij = I if i # j and 0 otherwise. 
Remark PA In the sequel we shall also deal with networks of non-ordered queues 
whose queue components Xi are vectors of customer totals by type; in these networks 
45 = (r-l& N,)“, N+ being the set of nonnegative integers. To ensure uniformity 
of treatment and notation, we shall regard such state spaces as a special case of 
string spai_‘es using the following convention: Let x’ = (xi, . . . , XL) where xi = 
(n&EA is a vector of customer totals with CaEA ny COO. Let x E (A*)” be a state 
configuration whose customer totals in each queue agree with x’; the set of all such 
states forms an equivalence class [x] in (A*)‘“. Now the mapping x’-, [x] is l-l 
and onto, and thus each x’ can be identified with the corresponding [xl. With a 
minimal abuse of notation we can replace [x] by any representative x E [xl. 
The arrival rate of type ~1 EA customers at node i E M is denoted cul (x) and is 
in general dependent on the state x E E just prior to arrival; the row vector of 
arrival rates is denoted by cy (x) = (a: (X))(i,a)EMxA. 
The service rate prevailing at node i E M when the network is in state x is denoted 
ai( the customer in location (i, k) of x E E receives a proportion ,fi,lx,i(k), 
Cki I fi,lxil (k ) = 1, of the service effort, independent of type. We require that 
x E E and 1Fi.k) (x) E 45 3 ui(lti,k) (x)) > 0. W) 
Custo,ners are allowed to change type on service completions. A customer type a 
at node i will be routed to node j as type b with probability J#’ independent of 
state; the matrix P = [ p$‘]ti,a),(i,b)EMxA is called the switching matrix. A customer 
arriving at node i E M either endogenously or exogenously and encountering there 
queue xi is inserted in location (i, k) with probability gi,lkil(k), xt1’:’ gi,l.ril(k) = 1, 
independent of type. The probability that a customer type a E A will arrive 
exogenously at node i, given that an exogenous arrival occurred and the state just 
prior to it was x E E, is 
X E E. (1.2) 
Here and throughout he paper, /~]1 is the sum of the coordinates of a vector pL. 
itio (cf. Kelly [5]). X is said to represent a symmetric network if 
fi.n E gi,,- 1 for all i E 
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Let q(x, y) be t e transition rates of X. Formally, 
where 
Pi.0 Q $l__ 
a4(x)gi,lx,lik), if Y =G,dx), 
~i(xi)fi.lx,I (k)pSdk’9 if Y = Dfi.k)IX), 
oi(ni)f,.l,,l(k)p~‘~“6gj,,~~,_~ (2)~ if Y = G.kNj.lJ9 
(1.3) 
ij 
0, otherwise, 
c PZP (1.4) 
(j.bkMxA 
is the probability that a type a customer will leave the network from node i. 
Remark 1.3. For the queueing networks discussed 
rate function q( l , l ) becomes 
(crs(x), if y = G.k) (x), 
4(x, yl= 1 oi(Xi)p?lk’9 if Y = D(i./c)(X)9 ~i(Xi)P~(k’nb, if Y = %)(,.I) (X)9 
in Remark 1.1 the transition 
(! .5) 
I 0, otherwise. 
This paper deals with both open and closed networks. Here an oper network is 
defined as one satisfying 
a(x)fOVx~E and 3~i,a)dbfxA with p$?O, W5) 
while a close network satisfies 
cu(x)=OVx~E and pFO =OV(i,a)dMxA. (1.7) 
Observe that a closed network can only have transitions as described in the third 
line of (1.3) or (1.5). 
The class of queueing networks descibed above is broad enough to accommodate 
all the major queueing networks in the literature. In particular, Jackson networks 
[2], BCMP networks [1], Kelly networks with random routing [3,5] and determinis- 
tic routing [4,5] fall within its scope. We point out that homogeneous Poisson 
arrivals correspond to ar(x) = (Y independent of x E E. 
2. Preliminaries 
The traffic equations associated to a queueing network as described in Secll’ n 
1 are 
e(x)=t3f(x)+e(x)P, XEE, (2.1) 
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where the unknown (row) vector 0(x) = (84 (x)) (i&M&& When the network is open 
we assume that (2 I) has a set of minimal solutions, 
8(x)=a(x) f P", x E E. 
n=O 
(2.2) 
For a closed network we assume that the resultant equation, 
e = ep, (2.3) 
has at least one non-null solution 8 a 0, which is independent of x E E. In either 
case these assumptions on e(x) always hold when A is finite. 
We associate to P a family of augmented matrices P(x) by adding to P a row 
and column 0 in a state dependent manner as follows: 
(2.4) 
Note that only row 0 beyond the first element is allowed to depend on x E E. 
Lemma 2.1. Let *E;(x) = (np&); cp (x)) be an invariant distribution vector of p(x) where 
cp~(x) is a scalar and q(x) = (q:(x)) (i,a)EMx/\ is a row vector. Then 
I 
m(x J 
---e(x), 
lb (XII 
for open networks, 
e(x) 
(o(X) L’L: lla(x)ll-tqiqijjj = e(x) 
Ikwll 9 
for closed networks. 
(2.6) 
Proof. For each fixed x E A??‘, we consider two cases: 
(a) P(X) corresponds to an open network. The equation $ (x) = 6 (x)&x) implies 
(QQ(*);Q(x))=( c 
(i,a)EMxA 
Q:(x)p:o;~~~xi+Q(x)P). 
Equating the right-hand side components of (2.7) leads to 
Qob 1 
Q(X)(I -p? = Kc-$(X)9 
which upon postmultiplication by I”,“=, P” yields 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
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P - rthermore, from 
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we obtain (2.5). Eq. (2.6) now follows by putting (2.5) in (2.8). 
(b) p(x) corresponds to a closed network. In this case P(x) = P independent of 
x’ EE since row 0 and column 0 of p are made up of zeros. The indexing x 
can therefore be omitted from now on. Consistent with (2.5), and because a(~) 
for all f: E IZ, 
p0=0. 
Equating the right-hand side components of (2.7) gives 
which on comparison with (2.3) enables us to conclude that 
q = ce for some positive scalar c. 
Finally, since 
we get 
8 
V =- Ml 
9 
which is consistent with (2.6). 0 
3. Reversibility and quasi-reversibility 
This section will present conditions under ,which quasi-reversible networks 
reversible. These concepts are formally defired below, with X representing 
state process of a queueing network. 
EE 
=0 
are 
the 
efimition 3.1. The process X is reversible if 
~(x)q(x,Y)=~(Y)q(Y,x) bYEE (3.1) 
for my invariant distribution rr = (n(x) jxG~ of X. 
Roughly speaking, reversibility renders a AMkov process in equilibrium and the 
process obtained from it by time reversal stochastically indistinguishable. 
e shall assume that X is irreducible and has a unique invariant 
open or closed. In the closed, case this requires the number of customers 
circulating in every closed chain of 1’ to be known. 
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Ddhition 3.2. For an open network, X is said to be quasi-rt?versibZe if 
forallxEE,iE&&aEAand ld~&~i-1. 
For a &sea’ network, X is said to be quasi-reversible if 
Remark 3.3. It is easily verified that (3.2) implies (3.3) for open networks. This 
definition of quasi-reversibility is justified by the similarity of (3.2) and (3.3) to 
(3.1). Furthermoire, it is in line with KeJy’s definition of quasi-reversibility in [S]. 
Queueing networks are rarely reversible. On the other hand, quasi-reversibility 
is quite prevalent in the class of queueing networks described in Section 1. In fact, 
the speciai case Iof Jackson networks [2], BCMP networks [l] and Kelly networks 
[3,4,5] are all quasi-reversible. The main goal of this paper is to id.entify conditions 
under which quasi-reversibility is equivalent to reversibility. Before stating the 
main result we need the following definition. 
Definition 3.4. :The matrix p(x) is said to be reversible if 
d(x)p~? =&x>p~?, Wi, a), (j, ~)EMxA, (3.5) 
for any invariant probability vector p(x) = (cp&); q(x)) of P(x). 
We say that the switching process of a queueing network represented by X is 
revei sible if p(x) is reversible for every x E E. 
The following theorem states when the reversibility of a network is equivalent 
to the reversibility of its switching process. To avoid trivialities we assume that 
P(x) possesses an invariant distribution G(x). 
eorem 3.5. Let X represent a quasi-reversible queueing network - open or closed. 
Suppose that either 
(a) X corresponds to a symmetric network, or 
(b) E is specified in terms of customer totals by types at each queue in the sense 
of Remark 1.1. 
aFte@, X is reversible iff its switching process is reversible. 
nsists of two-parts - the open case (i) and the closed case (ii). 
resents an open networ and let G(x) be any invaliant distribu- 
n view of Definition 3. emark 1.3, the reversibility of 
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X is equivalent to 
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(3.6) 
and 
for both conditions (a) and (b) above. 
Now focus on (3.6). By the quasi-reversibility equation (3.2), the irreducibility 
of X and (1.1) we have 
(3.6) cc4 &(x)=e;(x)p;o, x&‘,(i,a)~MxA. 
Multiplying the right-hand side above by rpo(x)/llcu(x)ll, applying (1.2) on its left- 
and (2.6) on its right-hand side gives 
(3.6) G+ Cpo(X)poQ.i(X) = ~~Y(X)P~O, X E E, (i, (2) EM xA 
as required. Shifting attention to (3.7) we get from the quasi-reversibility equation 
(3.3) (implied by (3.2); see Remark 3.3), in view of the irreducibility of X and (1 .l), 
(3.7) * Bf(x)p;:=B;(x)p$‘, x~E,(i,a),(j,b)~MxA. 
Multiplying the right-hand side above by ~&)/llcu(x)ll and applying (2.6) gives 
(37) e &(x>p;? =&(x)p;:, x EF, (i, a), (j, bi~1MxA. 
This completes the proof for the open case as we have shown 
(3.6) and (3.7) e (3.4) and (3.5) Vx E E. 
(ii) To prove the case of closed networks, it suffices to consider (3.7) as (3.4) 
and (3.6) vanish identically. From the quasi-reversibility equation (3.3), the irreduci- 
bility of X and Eq. (1 .I) 
(3.7) e @ibpjTT z Q$,h, x E f?, (i, a), (j, b) E 1M x A. 
Multiplying the right-hand side above by 1/)18ll and applying (2.6) gives 
(3.7) e (p;p;: == (o;p;;p, XEE, (i, a), (j, ~)EMxA, 
which completes the proof for closed networks as we have shown 
(3*7) e (3.5). q 
he following are straightforward corollaries to Theorem 3.5. 
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Carollary 36. When all exogenous arrival processes are homogeneous Poisson, and 
customers are all of the same type (e.g., .?ackson networks [2]), the reversibility of X 
is equivalent to that of l? 
Corollary 3,7, If in the above, customers are allowed to have types but not to have 
sw’iteh types (e.g., Kelly networks [3,4]), the reversibility of X is equivalent to that 
of al,’ Pa, a E A, where Pa is the augmented switching matrix governing the behavior 
of customer type a E A. 
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